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Driving digital transformation with Ethernet

The current market
Is changing. Massively.

Digital transformation is at the heart of driving end
users’ IT strategies as we move to an all-IP world.
The global pandemic of 2020 has already shown
us the importance of cloud services, collaboration
and the reliance on connectivity. With heavier use

of the Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and big data, this is just set to grow further.
In order for this to happen, your customers will
need more bandwidth and to manage what they
have more efficiently.

We’re moving to an online world.
The stats say it all
Roll over icons to reveal more

1trillion

6-8

More than $1.3 trillion in IT
spending will be affected by
the shift to the cloud by 2022.
Gartner

Our Wholesale Ethernet portfolio offers extensive coverage in
the UK and the greatest choice of access solutions with flexible
bandwidth options to suit your customers’ needs. So you can have
the kind of selling power and flexibility that your customers need
to deliver their digital transformation agendas and ensure you win
in a competitive marketplace.

75%+

£32m
80%

87%
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Why choose BT Wholesale
for Ethernet?
We’re empowering the
channel by investing in
growing our portfolio to give
you high bandwidth and value
add connectivity solutions so
you’ve got what you need to
deliver the goods.

We make it easier to do
business with us with
our latest APIs, online
ordering and pricing
tool enhancements to
improve the way we
engage with you.

We have the widest range of access products,
from fibre, FTTP, GEA, and radio.

Excellent Ethernet
•	5.1%
reduction in customer
performance
fault volumes.

•	Successfully reinstated
95.01%
oftoallfind
Ethernet
Roll over
out morecircuits
within the 5-hour SLA.

Our online portal
(Business Zone) makes it
easy to self-service orders,
flex bandwidth, report
faults and more, including
diagnostic capabilities you
won’t find anywhere else.

We also have the network
the UK relies on
Roll over to find out more

•	Ethernet escalations
reduced by 37%.
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Etherway fibre
(EAD)

Ethernet Access Direct (EAD) provides
point-to-point data connectivity
between sites. It can be used to build
and extend customer networks,
develop new infrastructure, and
meet low and high capacity backhaul
requirements (i.e., up to 10Gbps).
It’s a single fibre connection that can provide
secure links between a combination of customer
sites, CP networks and sites and BT exchanges.
It’s the ideal solution for connectivity to the
nearest BT node.

EAD is IEEE (ethernet specification) compliant.
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Wholesale Ethernet Fibre to the
Premises (FTTP)
Our Ethernet access portfolio is always evolving and
to ensure its reach is closer to you and your customers,
we have Wholesale Ethernet FTTP – a full fibre
connection from the premises to the nearest node.

By the end of the
2020s, we aim
to cover over 20m
premises across
the UK.

Do your customers need high speeds that won’t
slow down? Or perhaps they need to access cloud
applications, send large files and keep business
running. You can give them all of that and more with
Wholesale Ethernet FTTP.
•	Access speeds up to 1Gb, no matter how far your
customers are from the exchange.
•	Which means low latency and no degradation over
distance.
•	Fast installs mean they can get up and running, in as
quickly as five days.
•	Coverage over 106,000 business premises* (and
growing) means more choice for more customers.
•	Wide range of bandwidth options to meet the
demands of customers.
•	A great way to future-proof your portfolio for an
all-IP world.

Learn more about Wholesale Ethernet FTTP
* BT Group as of February 2021.

Ordering and getting quotes
is easy with our online pricing
tool and APIs.
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Single order
Generic Ethernet
Access (SoGEA)
The PSTN line is on the way out, but you
can get ahead of the game with SoGEA.
All it takes is one order and you can get
your customers up and running quicker.
Which means you can bill sooner too.
With such a quick setup, you can seamlessly
move your customers over to next generation
solutions, and be one of the first to market new
technologies as everyone looks towards their
digital transformation agendas.
•	Approximately 30% cheaper than our GEA-FTTC
as you don’t need to pay for the PSTN line. Ideal
for the move to all-IP.
•	Extend your reach with coverage of over 28.5m
premises* and growing.
•	Same great GEA service, but more flexibility and
single order that saves time, money and effort.

Find out more about SoGEA
* BT Group as of February 2021.

Run on our network with
99.999% availability.
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Direct Internet Access

Whether you have your own network or not and want to
control the reach and flexibility that you give to your
customers, Direct Internet Access puts you in the driver’s seat.

Our Pricing Tool lets you price
yourself, quickly and easily.

As a direct connection across the
internet, we’ve partnered with
some of the industry’s biggest
names, such as AWS, Office 365
and many more. This enables you
to offer direct peering across the
internet. At the same time, you’ll
be able to take the first step
towards the hybrid networks of
the future.
•	Take control of your own
internet and decide on how
much to give customers
to meet their bandwidth
demands.

We’re a European
Tier 1 internet
provider.

Service
Provider
Network

•	Easy ordering via our portals
making it a lot easier to get
started.
BT Core
Network

•	Better manage your total cost
of ownership by saving hub and
network capacity.
End
customer

Etherway

Etherflow

21CN Internet
Platform

Internet
based
etherflow

Internet
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Data Centre Connect
With digital transformation at the heart of you
and your customers’ IT strategies, cloud centric
architectures are key in enabling this. With Data
Centre Connect, we’re here to help by providing
you with the available capacity, when you and
your customers need it.
With a low cost and faster delivery option, Data Centre
Connect is ideal for aggregating UK-wide customers over
BT Wholesale Ethernet.
•	Reduced lead times from 120 days to just three working days.
•	Combined with automation, this helps you generate
revenue quicker.
•	Connect your network to ours with a growing number of
third-party UK data centres – the most resilient method of
connecting to our network.
•	We currently support 1Gb and 10Gb bandwidths, with 100Gb
planned for later this year.

By 2021, 42% of enterprise IT infrastructure spending
will be allocated to public cloud and a quarter of enterprise
IT applications will run on public cloud services.
Source
IDC Predictions 2021: Taking Cloud to the Next Level in Europe:
IDC’s Cloud Predictions for 2021
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Our other Etherway
Ethernet solutions
Etherway radio
Microwave point-to-point technology that connects
your customer’s site and the nearest radio-enabled
BT Ethernet node. When access to fibre is imperative
or the ECC charges are too high, it’s a great alternative.

Etherway Exchange Connect (EEC)
An in-building handover which provides connectivity
to your handover point if you have a presence in the
same exchange building as a BT Ethernet node. This is
great if you’re looking for a lower cost, shorter lead time
alternative to EA-based fibre options delivered to a
customer site.
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High bandwidth solutions

More and more services and applications are moving to the cloud.
Which means more demand on your core network. So when your
customers want bandwidths over 1Gb, we can help you give it to them.
Our high bandwidth solutions have been designed to ease
the strain of your core network. Whether it’s 1Gb or 100Gb,
we can help you meet your customers’ requirements. From
our 10Gb Etherway Fibre to 10Gb Data Centre Connect or
10Gb Etherway Exchange Connect, we have the speeds
you need.

Example of our high bandwidth Ethernet in use

21CN ethernet
backhaul & core
network

•	Improved ordering and delivery means you can get your
customers set up quickly so you can bill fast too.
•	Enhanced our bandwidth utilisation reporting and
proactive notifications.
•	Our 10Gb capacity is pre-built so delivery is much faster
than competition.
•	Flex your bandwidth as it’s needed and only pay for what
you use.
•	We’ve rolled out full 10Gb Etherflow into key third party
data centres.
•	The widest range of protected and diverse resilience
options in the market.

Find out more about high bandwidth

End user

Last mile

Etherway Fibre (EAD/OSA)
connects your end users to
the nearest BT node using
a physical fibre/optical
connection.

DCC

Third
party
data
centre

Your network

EEC
Your network

Openreach
exchange
DCC and EEC connect your network
to ours. Both are quicker, cheaper
and more resilient than using EAD.

Need more?
Want to deliver speeds of up to 200Gb? Then Wholesale Optical
is the way to go.

Our 10Gb network capacity is pre-built to 106 core nodes and over 40 UK data centres.
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The Ethernet digital
service experience

We’ve been busy making the whole Ethernet ordering,
delivery and reporting experience fast and easy for you.
Digital quoting
Our digital quoting capabilities include our great online pricing
tool, bulk quoting and APIs. We also support availability checking,
quoting, service delivery indications and fibre route map capabilities.

Streamlined ordering
Ordering Ethernet has never been simpler. Business Zone, our
online portal, provides an easy, self-service digital experience that
covers all major product capabilities and journeys. And items such
as SoGEA now just require a single order.

Bandwidth on demand

Digital diagnosis

With Business Zone, you have
the self serve, near real-time
capability to flex Ethernet
bandwidth in line with your needs.

Our portal gives you both
diagnostic tools and the ability
to report faults. We’re the only
company that offers digital
diagnostics tools to its customers.
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Let us do the work for you

To help make life easier for you and free up time and resources
so you can focus on your business, we have a range of managed
services to help. Proven, reliable and supporting you to use the latest
technologies, our expert people and services are here for you.

The easy way to install Ethernet circuits

Protect yourself with BT iNcare

If you don’t have the time and people to install Ethernet circuits,
then why not let us do it for you? Our Managed Install service is
part of the Wholesale Ethernet order journey – get your access,
CPE and install all at the same time.

Now, more than ever, your customers are coming to you for top-class
connectivity solutions. And we can help you deliver that. But what
about cover for equipment? In the event anything fails, you don’t want
your customer to suffer from any downtime. So why not provide them
with full maintenance and more with BT iNcare?

•	We set everything up so you can start billing sooner.
•	Improve customer satisfaction due to increased productivity
and efficiency.
•	One dedicated team to manage your end-to-end order.

Find out more about Managed Install

•	Complete package that meets the needs of you and your customer.
•	From hardware replacements to 24/7 engineer access.
•	‘Pick and mix’ SLAs so you can choose what best suits your service.

See how you can benefit from BT iNcare
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We go the extra mile

To ensure you get the very best Ethernet services, we have
a range of access, class of service and resilience options.

Access options:
Simply roll over the options below to find
out more about the delivery method

Etherway Fibre (Exc. Hull)
Etherway Hull Access

100Mbit/s & 1Gbit/s fibre only

Etherway (Superfast) GEA
(Fibre/Copper)

Etherway Data Centre Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Exchange Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Radio

Class of service
Depending on your
requirements and the number
of applications you are
running, we have flexible class
of service offerings for you.
•	Standard – designed to
support less time-critical
applications, such as email
and web browsing.
•	Premium – optimised to
support delay-sensitive
business voice and data
applications.

See our resilience options
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We go the extra mile

To ensure you get the very best Ethernet services, we have
a range of access, class of service and resilience options.

Access options:
Simply roll over the options below to find
out more about the delivery method

Etherway Fibre (Exc. Hull)
Etherway Hull Access

100Mbit/s & 1Gbit/s fibre only

Etherway (Superfast) GEA
(Fibre/Copper)

Etherway Data Centre Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Exchange Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Radio

Access options:

100BaseT
1000BaseT
1000Base-SX
1000Base-LX
10000Base-LR
10000Base-SR

Class of service
Depending on your
requirements and the number
of applications you are
running, we have flexible class
of service offerings for you.
•	Standard – designed to
support less time-critical
applications, such as email
and web browsing.
•	Premium – optimised to
support delay-sensitive
business voice and data
applications.

See our resilience options
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We go the extra mile

To ensure you get the very best Ethernet services, we have
a range of access, class of service and resilience options.

Access options:
Simply roll over the options below to find
out more about the delivery method

Class of service

Etherway Fibre (Exc. Hull)
Etherway Hull Access

100Mbit/s & 1Gbit/s fibre only

Etherway (Superfast) GEA
(Fibre/Copper)

Etherway Data Centre Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Exchange Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Radio

Access options:

100BaseT
1000Base-SX/LX

Depending on your
requirements and the number
of applications you are
running, we have flexible class
of service offerings for you.
•	Standard – designed to
support less time-critical
applications, such as email
and web browsing.
•	Premium – optimised to
support delay-sensitive
business voice and data
applications.

See our resilience options
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We go the extra mile

To ensure you get the very best Ethernet services, we have
a range of access, class of service and resilience options.

Access options:
Simply roll over the options below to find
out more about the delivery method

Class of service

Etherway Fibre (Exc. Hull)

Depending on your
requirements and the number
of applications you are
running, we have flexible class
of service offerings for you.

Etherway Hull Access

100Mbit/s & 1Gbit/s fibre only

Etherway (Superfast) GEA
(Fibre/Copper)

Etherway Data Centre Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Exchange Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Radio

Access options:

10/100BaseT (FTTC)
10/100/1000BaseT (FTTP)

•	Standard – designed to
support less time-critical
applications, such as email
and web browsing.
•	Premium – optimised to
support delay-sensitive
business voice and data
applications.

See our resilience options
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We go the extra mile

To ensure you get the very best Ethernet services, we have
a range of access, class of service and resilience options.

Access options:
Simply roll over the options below to find
out more about the delivery method

Class of service

Etherway Fibre (Exc. Hull)

Depending on your
requirements and the number
of applications you are
running, we have flexible class
of service offerings for you.

Etherway Hull Access

100Mbit/s & 1Gbit/s fibre only

Etherway (Superfast) GEA
(Fibre/Copper)

Etherway Data Centre Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Exchange Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Radio

Access options:

1000Base-LX (SMF)
1000Base-SX (MMF)
10000Base-LR-LAN PHY (SMF)

•	Standard – designed to
support less time-critical
applications, such as email
and web browsing.
•	Premium – optimised to
support delay-sensitive
business voice and data
applications.

See our resilience options
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We go the extra mile

To ensure you get the very best Ethernet services, we have
a range of access, class of service and resilience options.

Access options:
Simply roll over the options below to find
out more about the delivery method

Class of service

Etherway Fibre (Exc. Hull)

Depending on your
requirements and the number
of applications you are
running, we have flexible class
of service offerings for you.

Etherway Hull Access

100Mbit/s & 1Gbit/s fibre only

Etherway (Superfast) GEA

•	Standard – designed to
support less time-critical
applications, such as email
and web browsing.

(Fibre/Copper)

Etherway Data Centre Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Exchange Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Radio

Access options:

1000Base-LX
10000Base-LR

•	Premium – optimised to
support delay-sensitive
business voice and data
applications.

See our resilience options
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We go the extra mile

To ensure you get the very best Ethernet services, we have
a range of access, class of service and resilience options.

Access options:
Simply roll over the options below to find
out more about the delivery method

Class of service

Etherway Fibre (Exc. Hull)

Depending on your
requirements and the number
of applications you are
running, we have flexible class
of service offerings for you.

Etherway Hull Access

100Mbit/s & 1Gbit/s fibre only

Etherway (Superfast) GEA

•	Standard – designed to
support less time-critical
applications, such as email
and web browsing.

(Fibre/Copper)

Etherway Data Centre Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

•	Premium – optimised to
support delay-sensitive
business voice and data
applications.

Etherway Exchange Connect
(Fibre pair handover [No NTE])

Etherway Radio

Access options:

See our resilience options

100BaseT
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Resilience
Data is essential to business. Nobody wants to lose service to due to
an unforeseen incident. That’s why our UK-wide reach means we can
offer a number of options to add resilience into your network.

Etherway Standard Resilience

BT
21CN

Etherway Diverse

BT
21CN

Single path from customer site to 21CN node.

• 2 discrete access circuits to a single node.
• Diversity between the 2 accesses is provided
between customer and node.
• Both accesses can be used at the same time.

Etherway Diverse Plus

Etherway Diverse - Split Site

BT
21CN

• 2 discrete access circuits to separate nodes.
• Diversity between the 2 accesses is provided
between customer and nodes.
• Both accesses can be used at the same time.

BT
21CN

• 2 discrete access circuits to a single node.
• Diversity between the 2 accesses is provided
between split customer site and the node.
• Both accesses can be used at the same time.

Etherway Diverse Plus - Split Site

BT
21CN

• 2 discrete access circuits to separate nodes.
• Diversity between the 2 accesses is provided
between split customer site and nodes.
• Both accesses can be used at the same time.

See our access options
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How do they stack up?
Etherway
fibre
(EAD)

Fibre to the
Premises
(FTTP)

Single order
Generic Access
(SoGEA)

Direct
Internet
Access (DIA)

Etherway
Data Centre
Connect (DCC)

Roll over the products below to compare

Etherway
radio

Etherway
Exchange
Connect (EEC)

Fibre to the
Cabinet
(FTTC)

Etherway
copper
(EFM)*

* Stop sell on 3 year term – End of Life 2023. No longer available on 36 month contract.
Please consider alternative options for your customer.
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How do they stack up?
Etherway
fibre
(EAD)

Fibre to the
Premises
(FTTP)

Single order
Generic Access
(SoGEA)

Direct
Internet
Access (DIA)

Etherway
Data Centre
Connect (DCC)

Roll over the products below to compare

Etherway
radio

Etherway
Exchange
Connect (EEC)

Fibre to the
Cabinet
(FTTC)

Etherway
copper
(EFM)*

Technology utilised

Ethernet access direct (EAD) or optical service access (OSA)

What is it?

A physical fibre/optical connection from your end user’s premises to the nearest BT node.

Why take it?
Potential use cases

–

Bandwidth options

10Mb to 10Gb

Target availability
(non contractual)

99.977%

Standard lead times
(subject to survey)

EAD = 33 working days (includes 10Gb).
OSA = 50 working days (includes 10Gb).

Class of service (CoS) options

Standard, premium, default and multi CoS options available.

Pricing
Obtain pricing online in Business Zone using our new
improved ethernet pricing tool. All pricing is subject survey.

Pricing is dependent on required access speed and radial distance from the BT ethernet node (main link).
The radial distance from your site to the node is calculated on a per km rental charge.

Ordering options

Order online via Business Zone, eCRF or Excel CRF. API/B2B for ordering available.

Etherflow bandwidth modification

Bandwidth on demand (BOD) means customers can upgrade or downgrade their Etherflow Connected bandwidth online within less than
ten minutes. Etherflow Dynamic modifies remains at 30 minutes. The change only needs to stay in place for 24 hours, instead of 30 days.

Fault submission options

Online portal

Notes

–

Service options available include point to point, multi point to point and meshed service.
Where access is provided to deliver services within the Kingston Hull area the access will be based upon 10Mb, 100Mb and 1Gb regulated
services provided by Kingston Communications. Lead-times, SLAs and SLGs will differ from standard fibre-based measures.
Etherway Overbooking is ONLY available when all Etherflows are Premium or Multi-CoS on the intended overbooked Etherway. Any Standard/
Default Etherflows have to be made Premium/MultiCoS or shifted to an alternative Etherway before Overbooking can be applied.
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How do they stack up?
Etherway
fibre
(EAD)

Fibre to the
Premises
(FTTP)

Single order
Generic Access
(SoGEA)

Direct
Internet
Access (DIA)

Etherway
Data Centre
Connect (DCC)

Roll over the products below to compare

Etherway
radio

Etherway
Exchange
Connect (EEC)

Fibre to the
Cabinet
(FTTC)

Technology utilised

GEA

What is it?

Fibre delivery to street outside premises, providing for short leadtime connectivity
and a wide range of bandwidth options and simple upgrade path.

Why take it?
Potential use cases

Bandwidths to fit with your customers needs and are easy and quick to flex up and down.
It’s full fibre from the exchange to the customer site so ultra low latency and is part of our all-IP strategy.

Bandwidth options

Etherflow – 40:10 up to 1Gb

Target availability
(non contractual)

99.977%

Standard lead times
(subject to survey)

5 working days where cable installed, 33 working days when cable link needs to be installed.

Class of service (CoS) options

Default Cos and multi-CoS options available.

Pricing
Obtain pricing online in Business Zone using our new
improved ethernet pricing tool. All pricing is subject survey.

Pricing will be dependent on product speed option chosen and consists of a fixed connection
and annual rental charge (no connection on a 3 year term contract).

Ordering options

Order online in Business Zone.

Etherflow bandwidth modification

Easy to modify and one of the benefits of Fibre.

Fault submission options

Online portal

Notes

Etherway
copper
(EFM)*

–

Service options available include point to point, multi point to point and meshed service.
Where access is provided to deliver services within the Kingston Hull area the access will be based upon 10Mb, 100Mb and 1Gb regulated
services provided by Kingston Communications. Lead-times, SLAs and SLGs will differ from standard fibre-based measures.
Etherway Overbooking is ONLY available when all Etherflows are Premium or Multi-CoS on the intended overbooked Etherway. Any Standard/
Default Etherflows have to be made Premium/MultiCoS or shifted to an alternative Etherway before Overbooking can be applied.
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How do they stack up?
Etherway
fibre
(EAD)

Fibre to the
Premises
(FTTP)

Single order
Generic Access
(SoGEA)

Direct
Internet
Access (DIA)

Etherway
Data Centre
Connect (DCC)

Roll over the products below to compare

Etherway
radio

Etherway
Exchange
Connect (EEC)

Fibre to the
Cabinet
(FTTC)

Technology utilised

GEA

What is it?

Single Order ethernet delivery based on VDSL technology, with no need for WLR/PSTN.

Why take it?
Potential use cases

Compared to GEA-FTTC, SoGEA is 30% cheaper than FTTC without taking into account
any savings associated with not needing a PSTN/WLR line, which increases the savings.

Bandwidth options

Etherflow – 40:10 and 80:20

Target availability
(non contractual)

99.977%

Standard lead times
(subject to survey)

9 working days.

Class of service (CoS) options

Default CoS and Multi-CoS Options available.

Pricing
Obtain pricing online in Business Zone using our new
improved ethernet pricing tool. All pricing is subject survey.

You do not need a PSTN line for SoGEA so this helps keep the price competitive.
Pricing is dependent on product speed option chosen and consists of a fixed connection and annual rental charge
(no connection on a 3 year term contract).

Ordering options

Order online in Business Zone.

Etherflow bandwidth modification

Bandwidth modifies available.

Fault submission options

Online portal

Notes

Etherway
copper
(EFM)*

–

Service options available include point to point, multi point to point and meshed service.
Where access is provided to deliver services within the Kingston Hull area the access will be based upon 10Mb, 100Mb and 1Gb regulated
services provided by Kingston Communications. Lead-times, SLAs and SLGs will differ from standard fibre-based measures.
Etherway Overbooking is ONLY available when all Etherflows are Premium or Multi-CoS on the intended overbooked Etherway. Any Standard/
Default Etherflows have to be made Premium/MultiCoS or shifted to an alternative Etherway before Overbooking can be applied.
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How do they stack up?
Etherway
fibre
(EAD)

Fibre to the
Premises
(FTTP)

Single order
Generic Access
(SoGEA)

Direct
Internet
Access (DIA)

Etherway
Data Centre
Connect (DCC)

Roll over the products below to compare

Etherway
radio

Etherway
Exchange
Connect (EEC)

Fibre to the
Cabinet
(FTTC)

Technology utilised

EAD (Phase 1)
GEA (Phase 2)

What is it?

The ability to provision an internet based Etherflow on the same access as a ethernet service.

Why take it?
Potential use cases

Offer a true multi-service access layer 2 and 3 on the same access. Support SD-Wan and greater resiliency options.
Cheaper TCO than self build.

Bandwidth options

Etherflow – 30MB up to 1Gb (day 1)
Etherway – 100Mb to 10Gb

Target availability
(non contractual)

99.93%

Standard lead times
(subject to survey)

33 working days for new Ethernet,
5 days for existing Ethernet circuit.

Class of service (CoS) options

Premium uncontended symmetrical throughput.

Pricing
Obtain pricing online in Business Zone using our new
improved ethernet pricing tool. All pricing is subject survey.

DIA price = Current Etherflow price + price of DIA.
All other pricing and costs of Wholesale Ethernet apply based on the customers current rate card.
Price is on the pricing tool.

Ordering options

Order online in Business Zone- exc.
10Gb which is ordered via Excel CRF.

Etherflow bandwidth modification

Bandwidth modification will be available, initial lead time will be 48 hours.

Fault submission options

Online portal

Notes

The new DIA service can provide an IPV4 or IPV6 range as standard and can be supplied wires only.
This enables our customers to provide and manage their own hardware solutions.
DIA will be available over EAD in April 2021.
DIA will be available on FTTP, FTTC SoGEA and Etherway Exchange Connect later in 2021.

Etherway
copper
(EFM)*

Service options available include point to point, multi point to point and meshed service.
Where access is provided to deliver services within the Kingston Hull area the access will be based upon 10Mb, 100Mb and 1Gb regulated
services provided by Kingston Communications. Lead-times, SLAs and SLGs will differ from standard fibre-based measures.
Etherway Overbooking is ONLY available when all Etherflows are Premium or Multi-CoS on the intended overbooked Etherway. Any Standard/
Default Etherflows have to be made Premium/MultiCoS or shifted to an alternative Etherway before Overbooking can be applied.
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How do they stack up?
Etherway
fibre
(EAD)

Fibre to the
Premises
(FTTP)

Single order
Generic Access
(SoGEA)

Direct
Internet
Access (DIA)

Etherway
Data Centre
Connect (DCC)

Roll over the products below to compare

Etherway
radio

Etherway
Exchange
Connect (EEC)

Technology utilised

Fibre within the Data Centre

What is it?

Provides a fibre hand-off via a patch panel from a BT switch located in any on net UK data centre.

Why take it?
Potential use cases

Connect your network to ours within a growing number of third party UK data centres –
our recommended, most resilient method of connecting to BT’s network.

Bandwidth options

1Gb or 10Gb port access with resilience options.

Target availability
(non contractual)

99.99%

Standard lead times
(subject to survey)

3 working days – 1Gb and 10Gb.

Class of service (CoS) options

Standard, Premium, Default and Multi CoS options available.

Pricing
Obtain pricing online in Business Zone using our new
improved ethernet pricing tool. All pricing is subject survey.

Price is a fixed connection and annual rental charge.

Ordering options

eCRF or Excel CRF.

Etherflow bandwidth modification

n/a

Fault submission options

Online portal

Notes

We will provide details of the handover port. It is then your responsibility to order the onward cabling
from the data centre direct, to connect back to your own location within the data centre.

Fibre to the
Cabinet
(FTTC)

Etherway
copper
(EFM)*

Service options available include point to point, multi point to point and meshed service.
Where access is provided to deliver services within the Kingston Hull area the access will be based upon 10Mb, 100Mb and 1Gb regulated
services provided by Kingston Communications. Lead-times, SLAs and SLGs will differ from standard fibre-based measures.
Etherway Overbooking is ONLY available when all Etherflows are Premium or Multi-CoS on the intended overbooked Etherway. Any Standard/
Default Etherflows have to be made Premium/MultiCoS or shifted to an alternative Etherway before Overbooking can be applied.
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Etherway
radio

Etherway
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Connect (EEC)

Fibre to the
Cabinet
(FTTC)

Technology utilised

Radio

What is it?

Utilises microwave point to point technology to connect the end customer site
and the nearest radio – enabled BT ethernet node.

Why take it?
Potential use cases

An alternative where fibre access is impracticable, or where there are high ECC charges,
typically greater than £10,000, or to provide failover/secondary leg to a main circuit.

Bandwidth options

Up to 100Mb

Target availability
(non contractual)

99.93%

Standard lead times
(subject to survey)

33 working days.

Class of service (CoS) options

Standard and premium CoS options available.

Pricing
Obtain pricing online in Business Zone using our new
improved ethernet pricing tool. All pricing is subject survey.

This requires a survey to determine if service can be provided. Each local end (etherway)
will incur connection and annual rental charges. Excess construction charges may also apply.

Ordering options

Excel CRF.

Etherflow bandwidth modification

n/a

Fault submission options

Online portal

Notes

Etherway radio requires a survey to see if the service can be provided (limited to within 25km of a radio-enabled node).
Where a positive line of site survey output is obtained, a CRF is required to progress an order.

Etherway
copper
(EFM)*

Service options available include point to point, multi point to point and meshed service.
Where access is provided to deliver services within the Kingston Hull area the access will be based upon 10Mb, 100Mb and 1Gb regulated
services provided by Kingston Communications. Lead-times, SLAs and SLGs will differ from standard fibre-based measures.
Etherway Overbooking is ONLY available when all Etherflows are Premium or Multi-CoS on the intended overbooked Etherway. Any Standard/
Default Etherflows have to be made Premium/MultiCoS or shifted to an alternative Etherway before Overbooking can be applied.
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Technology utilised

Fibre within the Exchange

What is it?

In-building handover – provides connectivity to CP handover point who have a presence
in the same exchange building as a BT ethernet node.

Why take it?
Potential use cases

A lower cost, shorter lead-time alternative to the EAD based fibre options delivered to a customer site.

Bandwidth options

1Gb and 10Gb ethernet over single mode fibre with resilience options.

Target availability
(non contractual)

99.99%

Standard lead times
(subject to survey)

1Gb – 30 working days.
10Gb – 33 working days.

Class of service (CoS) options

Standard, Premium, Default and Multi CoS options available.

Pricing
Obtain pricing online in Business Zone using our new
improved ethernet pricing tool. All pricing is subject survey.

Price is a fixed connection and annual rental charge.

Ordering options

eCRF or Excel CRF.

Etherflow bandwidth modification

n/a

Fault submission options

Online portal

Notes

Where an order is placed for an EEC at the same time as a fibre etherway component (minimum 33 day lead-time) then an end to end
service will not be available until both components are delivered. Charging will start from the completion date of each component.

Service options available include point to point, multi point to point and meshed service.
Where access is provided to deliver services within the Kingston Hull area the access will be based upon 10Mb, 100Mb and 1Gb regulated
services provided by Kingston Communications. Lead-times, SLAs and SLGs will differ from standard fibre-based measures.
Etherway Overbooking is ONLY available when all Etherflows are Premium or Multi-CoS on the intended overbooked Etherway. Any Standard/
Default Etherflows have to be made Premium/MultiCoS or shifted to an alternative Etherway before Overbooking can be applied.
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(FTTC)

Etherway
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(EFM)*

Technology utilised

FTTC

What is it?

FTTC based on VDSL technology, connects your end user to the nearest street cabinet,
then a physical fibre connection carries data back to the nearest BT Ethernet node.

Why take it?
Potential use cases

FTTC provides fibre connectivity from the nearest BT Ethernet node to the serving street cabinet.
FTTC then utilises copper, FTTP then utilises fibre to the premises. FTTC also requires the presence of a working WLR/PSTN line.

Bandwidth options

Etherflow – 40:10 and 80:20

Target availability
(non contractual)

99.977%

Standard lead times
(subject to survey)

9 working days (excluding 4 days line stabilisation).
This does not include the WLR/PSTN provision lead-times.

Class of service (CoS) options

Default CoS and multi-CoS options available.

Pricing
Obtain pricing online in Business Zone using our new
improved ethernet pricing tool. All pricing is subject survey.

Pricing is dependent on chosen product speed and consists of a fixed connection
and annual rental charge (no connection on a 3 year term contract).

Ordering options

Order online via Business Zone or Excel CRF. API/B2B for ordering available.

Etherflow bandwidth modification

Bandwidth on demand (BOD) means customers can upgrade or downgrade their Etherflow Connected bandwidth online within less than
ten minutes. Etherflow Dynamic modifies remains at 30 minutes. The change only needs to stay in place for 24 hours, instead of 30 days.

Fault submission options

Online portal

Notes

–

Service options available include point to point, multi point to point and meshed service.
Where access is provided to deliver services within the Kingston Hull area the access will be based upon 10Mb, 100Mb and 1Gb regulated
services provided by Kingston Communications. Lead-times, SLAs and SLGs will differ from standard fibre-based measures.
Etherway Overbooking is ONLY available when all Etherflows are Premium or Multi-CoS on the intended overbooked Etherway. Any Standard/
Default Etherflows have to be made Premium/MultiCoS or shifted to an alternative Etherway before Overbooking can be applied.
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Technology utilised

Copper

What is it?

EFM, a low bandwidth low cost solution based on bonded copper pairs (MPF)
connecting the customer premise back to the nearest exchange.

Why take it?
Potential use cases

Only available on a 12 month term, End of Life in 2023, therefore alternative access options should be considered where possible. If taken
customers need to consider that they will need to migrate anyone to a new service. EAD, FTTP or SoGEA are better options where available.

Bandwidth options

2Mb to 35Mb

Target availability
(non contractual)

99.977%

Standard lead times
(subject to survey)

15 working days.

Class of service (CoS) options

Standard, premium, default and multi CoS options available.

Pricing
Obtain pricing online in Business Zone using our new
improved ethernet pricing tool. All pricing is subject survey.

Pricing depends on the number of MPF copper pairs required (and distance from the exchange) to provide the required bandwidth.
Etherway copper is only available in exchange areas containing a serving node and so no additional radial distance charge is applicable.

Ordering options

Order online via Business Zone or Excel CRF. API/B2B for ordering available.

Etherflow bandwidth modification

Bandwidth on demand (BOD) means customers can upgrade or downgrade their Etherflow Connected bandwidth online within less than
ten minutes. Etherflow Dynamic modifies remains at 30 minutes. The change only needs to stay in place for 24 hours, instead of 30 days.

Fault submission options

Online portal

Notes

* Stop sell on 3 year term – End of Life 2023. No longer available on 36 month contract.
Please consider alternative options for your customer.

Service options available include point to point, multi point to point and meshed service.
Where access is provided to deliver services within the Kingston Hull area the access will be based upon 10Mb, 100Mb and 1Gb regulated
services provided by Kingston Communications. Lead-times, SLAs and SLGs will differ from standard fibre-based measures.
Etherway Overbooking is ONLY available when all Etherflows are Premium or Multi-CoS on the intended overbooked Etherway. Any Standard/
Default Etherflows have to be made Premium/MultiCoS or shifted to an alternative Etherway before Overbooking can be applied.
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The next step?
It’s an easy one.
Already take Ethernet from us?
But want to expand your portfolio
or just know more, then get in touch
with your account manager.

Want to take Ethernet from us?
Then just get in touch and let’s get
you set up.
Call us on 0800 671 045
Email clientreception@bt.com
Visit btwholesale.com

Offices Worldwide
The services described in this publication are subject to availability and may
be modified from time to time. Services and equipment are provided subject
to British Telecommunications plc’s respective standard conditions of contract.
Nothing in this publication forms any part of any contract.
© British Telecommunications plc 2022. Registered office: BT Group plc,
1 Braham Street, London, E1 8EE. Registered in England No. 1800000.
July 2022
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